Abstract-
INTRODUCTION
Islamic websites help disseminate Islamic information, however, some of the websites claimed to be Islamic but they are deceiving. Deception in Islamic websites consider as silence problems. The major problem faces the users when gain new information that related to Islam from the websites, is whether they can belief the information they found; Which of these Islamic websites are deceiving, how these behaviors can be measured. These problems lead to the discussion of this literature review, to develop a framework to help users identify deception in Islamic websites (text, design). The websites textbased contents are the content written on the web page, the text-based content it maybe inside images or it may be in blocks of text. The textual contents in the web are the content written intentionally for the specific website, is not copy or pasted from other sources [17] . The websites textual content can come in form of few sentences to more than one paragraphs. While for this paper, we refer to the design here as the websites design is the art and the method of joining elements of design such as (line, shape, texture, logo, navigation bar) into pleasing arrangements that presented on the websites to the online users [5] . The deception in Islamic websites, can present a genuine risk of applying unwanted influence on the less knowledgeable users.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Definition of Deception in Islamic Websites
Deception in Islamic websites is the websites text-based content and design are deviated and contradict Islamic teaching and learning (Ahlus-Sunnah wa'l-Jama'ah) by fabrication of the truth either by hiding honest information or displaying untruthful information and not only fake information can be deceiving, information overload on the web interface can mislead users.
B. Deception in Islamic websites textual-content
Most of information material in our time on Islamic Knowledge such as interpretations of Al-Quran and Hadiths material, that are available on the Internet are considered as natural language textual-content [26] . Text is still the primary content of most informational Islamic websites. In other words, people come to visit a website for its content, whichever because they have a specific information need. In the case of an Islamic website, they are most to be anticipated to search for information that responses to their questions or may be helps them complete a duty. However, they assume this information truthful, and up-to-date Islamic website.
Many studies have argued about the importance of Islamic website content assessment [14] , [23] . The motive for the debate of the importance could be due to the absence of trust on the contents [14] , hence, this has stress the need to monitor and assess the contents of Islamic websites, to identify misleading information. Many researchers [4] , [23] have point out on the need to identify deceptive elements in Islamic websites. The deception in Islamic websites by deviating and contradicting from the teaching and learning of Islam (AhlusSunnah wa'l-Jama'ah) an example of the deviations can be through fabricated Quranic verses or ideologically unfair interpretations of the verses [15] . Also, through indorsing of wrong content to give bad impression about Islam. This misleading information can alter the teachings of Islam especially to the young generation. Previous studies, for example, [18] stated that deception in Islamic websites come about in the content and design, the study point out that the content of Islamic websites will show if the website is deceptive or not. The study suggested that the deception can be found in the content as there were cues that could deceive the users. While the design of the Islamic websites is considering universal, it is deceiving if deny the instruction and learning of Islam. Moreover, the study added some deceiving cues, such as the websites have no author information of the Islamic website, and no acknowledgement of the source of the information. Since the current study is to identify the cues to deception in the text, it is deemed essential to realize the nature of the language used in Islamic websites text-based content. It is vital to have to understand the theories and practices that highlight deception and its identification. Deception in Islamic websites design.
C. Deception in Islamic websites design
Besides textual content of the Islamic websites, design element also plays an important role to attract users to visit a website. A good Islamic image is essential to achieve success and attract many Muslim users. Previously Muslim assesses Islamic websites based on if the websites represent good Akidah, ethical value, and lawful symbols or images [14] . The Islamic websites that present deceitful pictures, always excluded and deliberates un-Islamic. Therefore, it is important for Islamic websites to follow the Islamic values, principles and guidelines in the light of (the design, content, interface representation, and the characteristic of the system [2] ). [22] stated that websites design has major influence on user's judgment to keep visiting Islamic Websites or not. [15] determined some obstacles of trust within Islamic web-based information sharing sites such as, the uncertainty appearance of the websites, dishonest and inauthentic websites, poor and weak design of the websites. In addition, [30] showed that it is hard to find credible Islamic information on the Web.
Islam is the religion which is defined and interpreted by the Quran and Sunnah of the prophet Muhammad (S.A.W). Islamic features that best symbolize Islam and are acceptable by Shariah. [18] describe the deceiving design could be the designs that contradict the Islamic teaching and learning, but no evidence was shown as to how the design can contradict the Islamic teaching and learning., Therefore, besides text element, this study is also interested to provide details on how the user interface (UI) design of Islamic websites contradict Islamic teaching and learning, that could lead to deception and give negative impact over the users.
III. THEORITIICAL BACKGROUND
From Human computer interaction perspective deception is manipulation of users' belief. Users interact directly with websites interface; the interface is front facing component of any system, the system here is Islamic websites interface.
Islamic websites interface consists of (text, audio, video, link, navigation, design and many more components.
Figure1: Interaction between deceiver, receiver and Islamic websites interface.
A. Deception Definition in General
The word deception is described as information that falsely represents a fact and is intended to mislead the person to whom it is presented, which is deliberate attempt by one person to mislead another without forewarning [28] . Deception in online environment is the usage of information communication technology to mislead online receiver which typically deep-rooted in malevolent, evil or covert online activities [21] . Although primarily used for anti-social purposes, the practice of deception has been part of the human experience since the beginning of civilization [8] .
B. The Impact of Deception
The impact of deceptive information contained therein could deceive many persons over its lifetime. This deceiving information remains until the deception is discovered and rejected. If not identified, online information deception persistence allows repeated deception over a broad scope of people and entities that encounter it. Deceptive online information can influence individual's intent on relying on Internet based information for judgement making to create poor decisions based on wrong information or turn into victims of online crimes. The Internet provide new potentials for deception and makes deception easier to occur [29] .
C. Deception Theories
Literature review claimed that, there are many aspects help individual to flag deception, those aspects are (behavioral cues, liar motivation, the medium communication that the deceiver used to mislead in). The text-based content considers under the behavioral cues, while the design of the websites is the communication medium which is the Islamic websites interface. Deceiver usually try to avoid being caught by using their language carefully. The control of their language can produce certain cues, such as occurrences of (pronoun, negative emotion, conjunction, and word usages). As an Deception can avail itself in negative emotion, because deceiver fail the moral [26] , these kinds of emotion can be reflected through linguistic by increase the negative word, for example hate, sorry, worthless). Additional when deceiver try to control these negative emotion, more cues are produced. However, deceiver try to space them self from deception, in a way that not to fall the sense of moral, by decrease of assigning them self (less of I, me, myself) and negation word (never, not) [28] .
Cognitive Approach
In order to start deception and prevent from being identified, deceiver inforce cognitive effort in order to produced fake story, without contradict them self with the reality, otherwise suspension will be raised [31] , functions words are produced as an indicator of cognitive complications (exclusive words which consist of prepositions and conjunctions such as (but, except, and without), and motion words. The complication of cognitive in the act of deception can be shown in rise production of motions words such as walk, move, and go [24] .
Attempted Behavioral Control Approach
Deceiver always try to manage behavior, to avoid leakage of deceptive cues [13] . In attempted control, deceiver produce short statements
Lack of Embracement
Approach
Without experiencing the real story, deceiver lack of persuasion of their true story. Deceiver using more (tentative, vague and generalizing terms [26] .
IV. FRAMEWORKS TO IDENTIFY DECEPTION
Previous studies from various domain have developed varies frameworks to help users identify the cues of deception in the text-based content and design of the websites. For example, [6] develop framework to distinguish between genuine and deceptive reviews based on three dimensions which are: readability, genre, writing Style. The first dimension is the readability, in the readability the deceptive reviews could be more easily understood. While the second dimension is the genre, in this dimension the deceptive reviews could be imaginative and include more adverbs, verbs and pronouns. The third dimension is writing Style, deceptive reviews could include more function words and perceptual words. [11] introduce Online deception tactics framework used to investigate deception in online environment. The framework consists of seven tactics: Online deception cues (tactics) has been tested for classifying deception in e-commerce websites, which is suitable in cyberspace environments [20] . Additionally, more cues of deception are identified from deceiving and fake ecommerce websites that related to text-based content and the design of the websites. Deceiving websites will have cues to text such as:
• Text have misspelling word.
• Grammatical inaccuracies.
• Lexical measure.
• The occurrence of specific word phrase kinds.
• URL use (http) as an alternative of (https) and one ending (org), (biz), (us), (info) it can be also false imitate image, or logo of an organization [1] .
While cues to the design are, for example the deceiving websites can have the same look as the genuine websites [16] , the deceiver imitate the original websites to get tangible revenue (money), while imitation of the original Islamic websites is to obtain intangible revenue which to manipulate the believe of the user, that will reflect on the spiritual and practical experience of the users especially Muslim. The imitated websites will have cues to deception such as:
Tactics Features Description
Techniques that prevent the formation of an accurate representation of the items involved in a social exchange Masking Deceiver omits or removes characteristics of the thing for socialinteraction
Dazzling
Deceiver conceals or makes hard to access essen tial characteristics of the thing for social interaction
Decoying
Deceiver draws target's att ention away from important characterist ics of the thing for social interaction.
Strategies that foster a wrong representation of the core
Mimicking
Deceiver assumes an otherwise valid identific ation, or core copies a valid item.
Inventing
Deceiver create information about the item. items do not exist or is attributed unrealistic characteristics.
Relabelling
Deceiver labels the items and its features in a debatably favourable way
Double Play
Deceiver malevolently proposes that the target is taking biased advantage of situation or that the items is exchanged in contradiction of deceiver's drive or well.
• Suffix will be added to the domain name.
• The use of mimic link different from noticeable link.
• The use of redirect bugs to redirect the link to the fake or deceitful pages.
• The replacement of specific characters in target (URL) with similar characters.
• To shield the address bar to pretend they are in the correct page for convincing users.
• Adding some characters or image to counterfeit the address bar.
• The use of visual based content for instance (image), (flash), (java applet).
• The use of downloaded web pages from the actual website to make the fake web pages which seem and react exactly as the same genuine web pages.
• The use of dark pattern (bait and switch, disguised, forced continuity, misdirection, pretend questions, deceive, misguide manipulate obscure misrepresent confuse, confound, exploit errors, hide important information, hide truths within paragraphs of text) errors, hide important information [7] ).
• Half-truths (less or modified information), and this what known as concealment [4] .
• Deceiving interface also called malicious interfaces, their common place in the websites which are coercion, confusion, distraction, exploiting error, force works deliberately, interruption, manipulation navigation, hiding specific content and interface element, restricting certain functionality, presenting disturbing information, the use of spoof content to trick user [4] .
V. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework is based on the cues that have been mentioned in the literature. VI. CONCLUSION
The analysis of literature review on this issue has revealed several shortcomings which are mainly due to insufficient works of deception in Islamic websites textual content and interface design. Thus, this work has significant theoretical as well as practical input. The finding of this study will have important effects for several audiences both Muslims and non-Muslims, especially younger generation, considering that Islamic websites play significant role in distributing Islamic content today. The theoretical significance of research can contribute to the enrichment of literature content with the information regarding the feature and appearances in deception of websites that claimed to be Islamic and establishing a reliable cue to deception in textualcontent and design in Islamic websites. The practical contributions of this study would be of interest to designer and developer of websites in interaction-design and websites development, where they can prevent the deceiving cues in the text-based content and interface design of the Islamic websites.
